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BARA: Cosmic Nascency 

by Ruudt Peters presented at gallery Reverso at the 1st Lisbon Contemporary 

Jewellery Biennial Portugal and gallery Rob Koudijs at Kunstrai Amsterdam 

 

With his new series BARA, Ruudt Peters has created a series of graphite objects all of which 

centered around the subject of emerging darkness. The whole series is modeled in two 

layers. A bigger object, mostly of round, rarely of angular shape, enclosed by a sort of walling 

frame. In most cases the inner object and its frame are of the same height, only sometimes 

the first does extend a little. However, in any case we do not see much of the inner object, 

but only its upper surface layer which is of quite a rough structure in contrast to the polished 

and carefully crafted frames. The object itself remains hidden behind the walled structure, 

except for its upper side it is not visible to the spectator nor to the world. Instead, it seems to 

be engulfed in complete shadow. Thus, the aesthetics of the graphite’s blackness is even 

increased by the complete darkness unfolded by the shadowed voiding hollow between wall 

and object which does not allow clear sight on the remaining, encapsulated structure. It is 

this void that stands in the center of Ruudt’s BARA series’ and which reminds one to mythic 



imaginations of cosmic nascency. The miraculously hidden object seems to hold a power 

that is beyond the object itself. But it is this hallow power, as obvious as concealed, which is 

crafting its meaning and value. With his new objects, Ruudt has shaped forms that are 

following Mircea Eliade’s reconstruction of ideas for cosmic origin. Hence, these small, 

secluded, and shadowed objects at the verge between hollowness and hallowing seemingly 

introduce a material and profane transcendence into the world of aesthetics and artistic 

objects. Their pronounced form of shadowy seclusion is pointing to infiniteness which, we 

know, is not part of these radically limited objects, but which, nevertheless, seems to unfold 

as a black hole of cosmic nascency, crafted from a material which is not only essential to the 

living world, but also the origin of beauty. 
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